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Apricot is a ready-to-wear womenswear brand founded 

by Spanish designer Olivia Gomez de Zamora that finds 

joy in playfully combining evidently masculine hints to 

feminine silhouettes and fabrics.

Fuelled by a love for vintage and timeless silhouettes 

and united by the desire to go back to more sustainable 

practices, Apricot aims to design and make garments 

that will outlive trends and seasons by creating well-

thought-out quality driven items of clothing designed to 

create an emotional attachment with the wearer.

A celebration of beauty and craftsmanship made to last a 

lifetime of wear.



Akin to our crafty and vintage roots we wanted 

our logo to be clean, elegant and hand rendered.

Just like our garments, our packaging is luxurious, 

eco-friendly and thought-through.

Anna is 32 and lives in London. She tries to be mindful 

and aware of her impact on the planet. She like to live a 

healthy lifestyle and make sustainable choices as a form 

of mental health and wellbeing for herself as much as 

the environment. This is why she invests in made in the 

UK products or why she has a classpass membership. She 

values high-quality products and doesn’t mind spending 

a bit more on services or products that align with her 

values. Anna is bold and confident and likes to express 

her individuality through dressing and will spend time 

sourcing unique items from smaller brands that other 

people might not yet know. 



Prices are slightly out of her budget 

for an impulsive buy but she still 

decides to follow them.

Anna sees a top by Apricot on an 

influencer she likes and decides to 

check the brand out. She finds the 

brand interesting and checks out 

their shop feature to check out their 

prices.

After a few months of following them 

and a good day at work she decides 

to treat herself and buy the dress she 

can’t stop thinking about.

After completing the purchase 

she gets a thank you email and 

is informed that it will take 3-5 

days delivery.

When her order arrives she 

receives a personal handwritten 

thank you note and a sheet of 

stickers from the collection.

Mock up of Apricot’s social media and website.

Emma keeps seeing a series 

of new posters around her 

neighboorhood and city that 

catch her attention.

The QR code on them directs 

her to an instagram account and 

infroms her of their upcoming 

pop-up event in the city.

She asks her friend to go with 

her this weekend.

They share a few pictures on their 

instagram of the store.

They are greeted by a friendly shop 

assistant that infroms them about 

the launch collection and offers any 

help whilst they browse.

Emma’s friend buys a top from 

the collectiona and she gets a free 

branded tote bag and a sheet of 

stickers.

They both decide to follow 

Apricot’s instagram to stay updated.

Mock up of Apricot’s promotional posters.

Aprictot will initially be online based and will create 

sales through their online website and social media 

platfroms and with the help of a seasonal pop-up to 

create buzz around the brand.



Apricot  SS23 Fight  l ike  a  Girl  takes  inspirat ion from vintage 

American footbal l  uniforms and gear  and f inding ways to 

channel  the stregth of  the sport  into  a  femenine look.

Apricot  SS23 col lect ion features  an array 

of  upcycled and deadtsock fabrics  together 

with 100% organic  cottons  handmade in 

Italy  and Portugal .  Handpicked by our 

designer  for  their  long-last ing qual i ty  and 

soft  touch. 



Exploring s i lhouette  ideas  by combining sporty garments 

in  my wardrobe to  mimic American footbal l . Moulaging shapes  on stand combining femenine hints  ( lace)  with 

sporty hints  (padded shoulder ,  pleats).

Developing design ideas  inspired by col lage, 

research and moulage on body and on stand.

Top drafted 

from Rugby 

Men’s  block

Tightened 

body and 

waistband

Final  top 

shape

Adding ful l  length skirt  to  s i lhouette.



Full  s ize  toi le  with 

sampled padded s leeve 

detai l .

Researching dress  s i lhouette  and construction.

Sampling a  rouched tecnique to 

build the body of  the top.

Sampling pleats  to  build 

the body.



Observing shearl ing col lar  construction.

Exploring jacket 

s i lhouette  to 

develop design 

ideas .

Full  s ize  main body toi le  to 

explore  construction. 

Exploring more design ideas  inspired by 

relaxed masculine f i t .

Inspired by patchworked and 

battered vintage American 

footbal ls  and a  jacket  exposed in 

a  museum I  decided to  explore 

the propert ies  of  aging leather .

I  chal lenged mysef  to  explore 

a  more sustainable  pract ice 

when making the leather  jacket 

by choosing to  re-purpose old 

ones  and use them to  build new 

l i fe  into  my design.  I  chose to 

unpick,  wash and grease  two 

old jackets  to  repurpose their 

pattern pieces  to  build mine.

Final toile with adjusted sleeves and faux fur collar.

Exploring lace-up detai ls  within American footbal l  gear .



Laying out  al l 

my pattern 

pieces  to  gain 

understanding 

of  the amount  I 

have.

Patchworking the pieces 

together  with different 

seams and using a  hammer 

to  press  them f lat .

Cutt ing out  my pattern 

pieces  from pathcwork 

fabric .

Building the cups 

f irst  making sure 

str ipes  al ign.

Cutt ing out 

body carefully 

marking each 

knotch and 

pleat .

Hem bottom 

and carefully 

pleat ing my 

fabric  for  body.

Adjust ing s leeve for  a 

more f lared effect .

Building the body

carefully  al igning 

yoke to  s leeve.

Attaching body to 

skirt  with r ib.

Looking at  ways  to  add volume and 

roundness  to  garments .



Placing bodice back to  front  on body to 

inspire  s i lhouette  ideas .

Varsi ty  Jacket  development.









Promotional  moodboard as  inspirat ion for  model  poses ,  shoot  s tyl ing 

and overal l  feel  of  shots .









The collection is inspired by the feeling of being warm and safe in bed. Soft knitwear, slouchy pants and silky 
bomber jackets will hug the body and lift the spirits of the wearer. The soft colour palette is reminiscent of 
foggy childhood memories of cosy inter walks in the pram or cotton candy like sunsets on the beach. Designed 
to be worn on a dily basis by the woman who needs clothes that are smart yet comfortable.

The fabrics chosen for the collaboration reflect the comfort of a 

warm cosy bed. it includes soft teddy fabrics along with water-

proof taffeta and wavy silks that catch and reflect the light.



DESIGN DEVELOPMENT AND SILHOUETTE RESEARCHCUSTOMER BOARD

Astrid is a first time mom living in Copenhaguen. Since becoming a mom she has taken time off work at the 
advertising ocmpany she’s been at the past 6 years to spend time with her baby and take it slow. As a first timer 
she is giving herself all the time she needs and enjoying every moment of motherhood. 
Before guetting pregnant she loved the busy city and constant buzz but now she preffers taking strolls in the 
park and organizing playdates for her daughter. Since the pandemic and the pregnancy Astrid realy feels like 
her priorities and lifestyle have changed. She has switched her sparkly heels and blazer for a trustworthy pair 
of hiking boots and a warm puffer coat. She feels  more comfortable in high quality material preffering to spend 
more on items she knows will last.

Astrid is a first time mom living in Copenhaguen. Since becoming a mom she has taken time off work at the 

advertising ocmpany she’s been at the past 6 years to spend time with her baby and take it slow. As a first timer 

she is giving herself all the time she needs and enjoying every moment of motherhood. 

Before guetting pregnant she loved the busy city and constant buzz but now she preffers taking strolls in the 

park and organizing playdates for her daughter. Since the pandemic and the pregnancy Astrid realy feels like 

her priorities and lifestyle have changed. She has switched her sparkly heels and blazer for a trustworthy pair 

of hiking boots and a warm puffer coat. She feels  more comfortable in high quality material preffering to spend 

more on items she knows will last.



DESIGN DEVELOPMENT AND SILHOUETTE RESEARCH DESIGN DEVELOPMENT AND SILHOUETTE RESEARCH



LINEUP LINEUP







For this collection Apricot was challenged to design a contemporary collection for a modern, fashion-forward 
adult who is concerned about the environment and actively seeks comfort and style whether in the city or 
exploring the big outdoors. 
Akin to our contrasting roots of masculine and femine touches we tried to reimagine classic items like the 
bomber jacket, the pinstripe work shirt and the trenchcoat merged together to create one of a kind items of 
clothing.

The fabric sourced will be recovered from deadstock items 
of the clothing and upnpicked and merged together to 
build our own fabrics made out of waste. Vintage doiles 
will be merged to create the corchet pieces featured in this 
collection.



Digital collages of items used for collection on body to 
develop and inspire silhouette and design ideas.








